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It is commonly expected that quantum theory is universal, in the sense that its rules govern nature at all
scales, from micro to macro. Our inability to observe quantum effects on a macro-scale so far, however, is
an unresolved challenge that acts against this expectation, a problem known as macroscopicity. This fact is
commonly attributed to decoherence processes leading to the assumption that there are scales for physical sys-
tems beyond which a quantum description of systems becomes redundant. Here, we show that the existence of
such scales are unjustifiable from an information-theoretic perspective. We introduce a variant of the Wigner’s
friend gedankenexperiment in which a multiparticle quantum system is observed by the friend, where they both
undergo decoherence and apparently lose their quantum properties. We prove that, nevertheless, there exist par-
titions of the subsystems in which the friend is entangled with one of the particles in assistance with the other
particle, as observed by Wigner. Importantly, accessing the friend’s information is crucial for Wigner to ob-
taining any entanglement. By analysing our scenario within the context of a quantum key distribution protocol,
we show that a semi-classical description of the experiment is suboptimal for security analysis, highlighting the
significance of the quantum description of the friend.
Quantum theory provides one of the most successful de-
scriptions of physical phenomena. However, its mathemat-
ical structure allows for counterintuitive properties, such as
superposition of states, nonlocality, and entanglement. On
one hand, at a microscopic scale, these properties are now ob-
served on a regular basis with experiments. On the other hand,
the question of whether quantum mechanics is a universal the-
ory, in the sense that macroscopic systems are also subject to
its laws, remains unresolved. If quantum theory is universal,
we expect to be able to observe quantum effects on a macro-
scale as characterized by the well-known Schro¨dinger’s cat
gedankenexperiment [1]. However, this has remained far from
reach, despite decades of significant effort [2–11]. This chal-
lenge is typically referred to as the macroscopicity problem.
The above mentioned inability to observe quantum fea-
tures of macroscopic systems is commonly attributed to de-
coherence dynamics and the size of physical systems [12, 13].
Loosely speaking, the larger the system is (according to some
appropriate notion of macroscopicity [14–20]), the harder it is
to perfectly isolate it from interactions with its environment.
Such interactions, in turn, destroy the coherence of the sys-
tem, hence, no quantum property of a sufficiently large system
can be observed unless via extremely high-precision measure-
ments [14, 17]. In other words, it is assumed that there exists
a so-called “macro-scale” beyond which physical systems can
be analysed without any reference to the quantum formalism.
In this Letter we challenge this view by showing that,
with the assistance of a second system, a macroscopic sys-
tem can be proved to be entangled even after arbitrary deco-
herence. We show this by introducing a modified Wigner’s
friend gedankenexperiment where the observer is not assumed
to preserve quantum coherence; see Fig. 1. In our variant,
Wigner’s friend is in possession of two particles, labelled a
and t, which are nonentangled, while she undergoes deco-
herence. We show that, even in the presence of decoher-
FIG. 1. The schematic of our protocol. A source S produces a
four-mode GHZ state. The ancilla a goes through a Hadamard gate.
A CNOT operation is then performed on the ancilla and the target
mode t. The qubit in mode m goes to Alice, while the mode e
is “lost” within the closed environment of Alice’s lab. Alice, as a
macroscopic observer, also undergoes decoherence. Wigner, who is
outside Alice’s laboratory, concludes that Alice and any of the two
qubits a or t are jointly entangled with the other qubit, while there is
no entanglement between a and t qubits alone. Wigner may send the
ancilla qubit to Bob to distribute a secure quantum key. The security
of the key against Eve is directly measured by the distinguishability
of Alice’s macroscopic states.
ence and regardless of its dynamics, the joint subsystem of
Wigner’s friend and particle t exhibits entanglement with par-
ticle a. Consequently, as long as the informational content of
Wigner’s friend is concerned, she constitutes a quantum sys-
tem in assistance with particle t regardless of her size. More
specifically, Wigner has to use the quantum formalism to de-
scribe the entanglement in this particular partition, indepen-
dent of his choice of interpretation of quantum theory. Hence,
there seems to be no escape from the conclusion that Wigner’s
friend, despite being a macroscopic observer by any sensi-
ble definition, is an informationally indispensable part of the
quantum system. We provide a link between such a quantum
property of macroscopic observers and the security of quan-
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2tum key distribution (QKD) protocols in terms of the distin-
guishability of the friend’s macroscopic states and argue that
a semi-classical analysis of this situation is suboptimal, thus
reflecting the necessity of both presence and a quantum treat-
ment of Wigner’s friend.
The classic Wigner’s friend (named Alice from now on)
gedankenexperiment is arranged as follows [21]. Consider
a sealed laboratory in which a spin-1/2 atom, which we
will label by a, passes through a Stern-Gerlach (SG) ap-
paratus, measuring the spin in the z direction. An experi-
menter, Alice, observes the atom exiting the SG device try-
ing to draw the conclusions “up” or ”down” about its z-
spin component. Suppose that the initial sate of the atom is
|+〉a=(|0〉a+|1〉a)/
√
2, where 0 stands for “spin up” and 1
for “spin down”. Wigner, a second experimenter who is out-
side Alice’s laboratory, is aware of the experiment carried out
inside and attempts to describe the experiment. Wigner fol-
lows the assumptions that, first, the quantum theory is uni-
versal and equally applies to macroscopic systems including
Alice; second, the laboratory is closed, hence, everything in-
side the lab has to be described by a pure state. Therefore, the
evolution of all systems inside the laboratory is described by
the continuous Schro¨dinger equation. From Wigner’s point
of view, Alice’s situation inside her closed laboratory is the
same as Schro¨dinger’s cat; the atom couples to Alice via her
observation (here, we skip describing the intermediate steps
such as coupling to spatial degrees of freedom and sense or-
gans, etc. [22]) and results in the state %ˆ(W)aA =|ψ+〉aA〈ψ+|
where |ψ+〉aA=(|0〉a|“up”〉A+|1〉a|“down”〉A)/
√
2, and the
subindex A refers to Alice.
Suppose that Wigner makes a careful intervention to
perform a measurement on the atom in some superposi-
tion of up and down basis, e.g., Pˆa=|±〉a〈±|. Depend-
ing on the outcome, the state of Alice updates to either of
|φ±〉(W)A =(|“up”〉A±|“down”〉A)/
√
2. Hence, Wigner ex-
pects Alice to be in a superposition state of “up” and “down”.
On one hand, Wigner can, in principle, test whether his state
assignment is correct or not by subsequently performing a
measurement on Alice in the superposition basis and observ-
ing the interference fringes. On the other hand, this result is
in conflict with our commonplace classical experience of the
world and highlights exactly the ambiguity in choosing the
system-apparatus (or quantum-classical) “cut” in a measure-
ment chain and has extensively been discussed for decades,
see e.g., [23], and yet, there is no widely accepted solution
to it. One possibility is to interpret the states relative to ob-
servers, e.g., to say |φ±〉(W)A has an operational meaning only
for Wigner [24].
The way in which decoherence aims to resolve the problem
is that, in reality, it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to
isolate macroscopic systems even from their restricted envi-
ronment inside the closed laboratory. In a dynamical analysis
of the decoherence process, it turns out that the size of the
system, i.e., the number of its degrees of freedom, plays a sig-
nificant role in the dynamical behaviour of the system. This
induces the idea that there is a scale beyond which decoher-
ence renders a quantum analysis of the system irrelevant [12,
13]. In Wigner’s friend gedankenexperiment, the state
%ˆ
(W)
aA simply reduces to σˆ
(W)
aA =(|0〉a〈0|⊗|“up”〉A〈“up”| +
|1〉a〈1|⊗|“down”〉A〈“down”|)/2 due to extremely fast deco-
herence of Alice. Consequently, once decoherence has oc-
curred prior to Wigner’s measurement, there is no further ac-
tion he could take to observe the quantum interference effects
of Alice. Thus, the placement of the cut is irrelevant. Even
though there are critics of this position from the perspective
of different interpretations of quantum mechanics [12, 25–27],
some others argue that decoherence, at least, retrieves classi-
cality at a macroscopic level in an operational sense [23].
We now introduce our modified Wigner’s friend experi-
ment, depicted in Fig. 1, which has the following conse-
quences: in this scenario the decoherence process does not
diminish the informational content of the macroscopic system
of interest to us and does not help to acquire classicality. Im-
portantly, the size of the macro-system (or its environment)
has no effect on the stored information within the system ren-
dering the details of the decoherence dynamics irrelevant. As
a result, the common belief that there exists a macro-scale be-
yond which the use of quantum formalism becomes redundant
due to decoherence effects is unjustifiable.
A quantum source of qubits produces a four mode
Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) quantum state of the
form [28]
|GHZ〉atme = √p|0〉a|0〉t|0〉m|0〉e +
√
1−p|1〉a|1〉t|1〉m|1〉e.
(1)
The ancillary mode a is acted on by a Hadamard gate
resulting in the state |GHZ〉atme=√p|+〉a|0〉t|0〉m|0〉e +√
1− p|−〉a|1〉t|1〉m|1〉e. Next, a CNOT gate controlled by
the ancillary mode operates on the target mode twhich results
in |GHZ〉atme=√p|Ψ+〉at|0〉m|0〉e+
√
1− p|Ψ−〉at|1〉m|1〉e,
where |Ψ±〉at = (|0〉a|0〉t ± |1〉a|1〉t)/
√
2. Now, in contrast
to the classic Wigner’s friend example, we allow the state to
interact with the environment inside the lab, so that its last
mode e is lost from Alice’s point of view. Hence, Alice who
is carrying out the experiment obtains the state
%ˆ
(A)
atm=p|Ψ+〉at〈Ψ+|⊗|0〉m〈0|+(1−p)|Ψ−〉at〈Ψ−|⊗|1〉m〈1|.
(2)
Alice then makes a measurement on the mode m and updates
the ancilla-target subsystem to either of |Ψ±〉at.
Wigner is standing outside Alice’s laboratory which is
assumed perfectly closed, and he is trying to describe the
situation using quantum theory. He assigns the quan-
tum state |GHZ〉atmeA = √p|Ψ+〉at|0〉m|0〉e|ξud〉A +√
1− p|Ψ−〉at|1〉m|1〉e|ζud〉A to all the systems inside the
lab after Alice’s measurement. Here, |ξud〉A and |ζud〉A are
two memory states of Alice so that |〈ξud|ζud〉A|=. The pa-
rameter  quantifies the amount of error Alice may make in
her inference about the qubit in mode m to be in 0 or 1 state.
3Being aware of the facts that the mode e from the source
is lost, the qubit in mode m is being destroyed by Alice’s
measurement, and that Alice undergoes decoherence, Wigner
obtains the final state
%ˆ
(W)
atA = p|Ψ+〉at〈Ψ+|⊗τˆA;ud + (1− p)|Ψ−〉at〈Ψ−|⊗υˆA;ud,
(3)
for the system ancilla-target-Alice. Here, the states τˆA;ud and
υˆA;ud represent Alice’s state after decoherence. We note that
a detailed description of the internal constituents of Alice and
the decoherence dynamics resulting in the states τˆA;ud and
υˆA;ud are unnecessary. The only requirement is that τˆA;ud
and υˆA;ud encode some information about Alice’s perception
of her measurement outcomes. One might naively conclude
that, just like the classic Wigner’s friend example with deco-
herence, it does not make any difference where they place the
system-apparatus cut. In the following, however, we show that
this is not the case anymore in our example.
Consider the particularly interesting case where p=1/2 in
Eq. (1). Then, we note that in Eq. (2), there is no entangle-
ment between any two of the qubits, i.e., within partitions
(a|t), (a|m), and (m|t), as the marginal states are maximally
mixed. However, despite the state being mixed, Alice finds
out that her state is entangled within partitions (am|t) and
(a|tm), implying that two of the qubits are entangled with
the other qubit in these particular partitions. To show this,
we choose negativity as a convex (distillable) entanglement
monotone, defined as [29]
EN [%ˆ; (X|Y)] := ||%ˆ
TX ||1 − 1
2
, (4)
where TX denotes partial transposition with respect to sub-
system X and || · ||1 is the `1-norm. A direct calculation then
gives EN [%ˆ
(A)
atm; (am|t)]=EN [%ˆ(A)atm; (a|tm)]=1/2. Alice is
not surprised by this fact despite the state being mixed, as the
system under her investigation is ultimately quantum. Impor-
tantly, Alice’s conclusion regarding the entanglement of the
state %ˆ(A)atm within these particular partitions is independent of
her interpretation of quantum theory.
The situation for Wigner is rather different. When it comes
to testing his state assignment given by Eq. (3), Wigner can
make measurements on the two qubit subsystems and rely
on Alice, i.e., measuring the ancilla-target-Alice subsystem.
The difference is that Wigner can only measure Alice within
the subspaces corresponding to “up” and “down”, merely due
to technical limitations preventing him from measurements in
superposition bases of “up” and “down”. By calculating the
negativity from Eq. (3) for p=1/2, Wigner acquires
EN[%ˆ
(W)
atA ;(aA|t)] = EN[%ˆ(W)atA ;(a|tA)] =
||τˆA;ud−υˆA;ud||1
2
.
(5)
As a matter of fact and independent of his interpretation of
quantum theory, he thereof concludes that: (i) Alice is part of
a large entangled state within partitions (aA|t) and (a|tA);
(ii) the amount of entanglement within both partitions is de-
termined by the distinguishability of Alice’s memory states;
(iii) The entanglement is not merely due to qubits, as Alice is
necessary for obtaining any entanglement. Note that, by dis-
regarding Alice and tracing her out there is no entanglement
within remaining system (a|t) [30]. Importantly, both of the
states %ˆ(A)atm and %ˆ
(W)
atA are entangled on equal footings. There
is nothing within the theory to tell us the informational differ-
ence between the m-qubit and Alice.
Because of universality of quantum theory, Alice and
Wigner are, in principle, able to verify the entanglement of
their states in infinitely many ways, including tomographic
techniques. However, using the special form of the state re-
sulting from decoherence, Wigner may verify the entangle-
ment of his state via standard entanglement witnessing tech-
niques. The two witnesses
Wˆ1=|Φ+〉at〈Φ+|Tt⊗|“up”〉A〈“up”|,
Wˆ2 = |Φ+〉at〈Φ+|Tt⊗|“down”〉A〈“down”|,
(6)
with |Φ±〉at=(|01〉at ± |10〉at)/
√
2, can be used for this
purpose whenever there is a nonzero distinguishability be-
tween the states τˆA;ud and υˆA;ud measured in the basis
{|“up”〉A, |“down”〉A}, as shown in the Supplemental Ma-
terial [31]. A given state %ˆ? is entangled within partitions
(aA|t) and (a|tA) if Tr%ˆ?Wˆ1<0, or Tr%ˆ?Wˆ2<0 [32]. Such
a witnessing procedure is operationally equivalent to Wigner
asking Alice about her memory and measuring |Φ+〉at〈Φ+|Tt
for the ancilla-target two-qubit subsystem. Conditioning on
the Alice’s answer being “up” or “down”, Wigner evaluates
the expectation values Tr%ˆ?Wˆ1 and Tr%ˆ?Wˆ2, where a negative
value for either of them implies the entanglement within the
partitions (a|tA) and (aA|t). Note that, the value by which
a witnessing inequality is violated also puts a lower bound on
the amount of entanglement within the quantum state [33, 34].
Alice may use the same recipe to witness the entanglement of
her state by substituting “asking Alice” with “measurements
in the computational basis on mode m” [35].
According to the arguments above, from Wigner’s perspec-
tive and irrespective of his interpretation of the theory, the sub-
system of “target-Alice” (“ancilla-Alice”) is a micro-macro
quantum system which is entangled with the micro-subsystem
of ancilla (target) qubit, despite undergoing decoherence. It is
true that Wigner can in principle replace the quantum descrip-
tion of Alice with a classical one and obtain a semi-classical
description of the ancilla-target-Alice system only in partition-
ings in which Alice is alone, i.e., (at|A) and (a|t|A). We
emphasize, however, that such an approach cannot be taken
for partitions (aA|t) and (a|tA) in which Alice and one of
the qubits are together, simply because entanglement is not a
classical property the existence of which in our scenario criti-
cally depends on Alice’s information [30].
Interestingly, there are practical consequences to the full
quantum description above highlighting the importance of Al-
ice’s quantumness to Wigner described by states τˆA;ud and
υˆA;ud. Suppose that Wigner aims to securely distribute quan-
4tum keys with his friend, Bob, in a distant laboratory. He
sends one of the qubits, say the ancilla, to Bob and keeps the
subsystem of target-Alice; see Fig. 1. Furthermore, assume
that an eavesdropper Eve may have access to the information
that flowed to the environment of Alice; hence, she potentially
holds the purification of the state shared between Wigner and
Bob, %ˆ(W)atA of Eq. (3). This state has exactly the form of a pri-
vate state, with |Ψ±〉at being the key and τˆA;ud and υˆA;ud be-
ing the shield parts [36]. Its matrix in the computational basis
of the qubits, i.e., {|0〉a|0〉t, |0〉a|1〉t, |1〉a|0〉t, |1〉a|1〉t}, can
be written as
%ˆ
(W)
atA =

ξˆA 0 0 ζˆA
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
ζˆA 0 0 ξˆA
 , (7)
in which ξˆA=(τˆA;ud+υˆA;ud)/2 and ζˆA=(τˆA;ud−υˆA;ud)/2.
This is just the matrix representation of a Bell state with
nonzero elements being replaced with operators. According
to Refs. [36, 37], Wigner and Bob will obtain one arbitrarily
secure key bit even though an eavesdropper holds the purifi-
cation of the state if the trace norm of the off-diagonal blocks
tends to a half, i.e., ||ζˆA||1→1/2, associated with the fact that
for a Bell state the corresponding elements equal 1/2.
In our protocol, the trace-norm condition is directly trans-
lated onto how distinguishable Alice’s states are; the more
distinguishable her states are, the more distillable the en-
tanglement of %ˆ(W)atA , and the more secure the key will
be. As we have shown previously in Eq. (5), it follows
that 06EN [%ˆ(W)atA ; (a|tA)]=||ζˆA||161/2. The minimum and
maximum distillable entanglements are obtained for the cases
where τˆA;ud and υˆA;ud are completely indistinguishable and
perfectly distinguishable, respectively. The latter implies per-
fect security of the distilled key. In this scenario, Eve can tell
which of the states |Ψ+〉at or |Ψ−〉at Wigner and Bob share,
because she has access to the purification of the shared state.
However, she can never learn their key bit. As Horodecki et
al [36] state, “In a sense, Eve can hold one bit of information
but it is the wrong bit of information. Such a situation is im-
possible classically (or with pure quantum states held by Alice
[Wigner] and Bob).”
The advantage of the complete quantum description is in
the amount of entanglement obtainable by Wigner and Bob
in this case versus a semi-classical approach in which Alice’s
states are replaced with classical probabilities. Suppose the
correspondence between classical and quantum propositions
is given by “up?”↔Πˆu and “down?”↔Πˆd, where {Πˆu, Πˆd} is
a POVM so that Πˆu+Πˆd=Iˆ . Hence, the analogous classical
probability distributions associated with the quantum states
are pu/d=TrΠˆu/dτˆA;ud and qu/d=TrΠˆu/dυˆA;ud. The semi-
classical approach would give exactly the same statistical re-
sults only if the distance between classical distributions of
Alice equals their respective quantum distinguishability, i.e.,
1
2
∑
x=u,d |px − qx|=||p − q||1=||ζˆA||1. It is, however, well
known that this is not generally true, as [38]
||ζˆA||1 = max
{Πˆm}
||p˜− q˜||1, (8)
where the maximization is over all possible POVMs,
p˜m=TrΠˆmτˆA;ud, and q˜m=TrΠˆmυˆA;ud. Consequently, ||p−
q||16||ζˆA||1=EN [%ˆ(W)atA ; (a|tA)], implying that our semi-
classical approach only results in a lower bound on the amount
of distillable entanglement compatible with our previous con-
clusion, namely that the violation of a witnessing inequality
only puts a lower bound on the amount of entanglement within
the quantum state [31, 33, 34]. We see that for security anal-
ysis of such protocols the optimal approach for Wigner is to
treat macroscopic systems like Alice quantumly and measure
them tomographically, as a semi-classical analysis of ancilla-
target-Alice system may be insufficient.
Finally, the following theorem, the proof of which is pro-
vided within Supplemental Material [31], shows that the sit-
uation described in our example is more generic, i.e., from
Wigner’s perspective Alice’s knowledge of the constituent el-
ements of an ensemble, even though limited, implies that she
is part of an entangled quantum system.
Theorem 1.— Suppose that %ˆXYZ=
∑
i piσˆXY;i⊗σˆZ;i
and E is a convex measure of entanglement satisfying the
strong monotonicity condition. Then,
max piqiE[σˆXY;i; (X|Y)] 6
E[%ˆXYZ; (XZ|Y)] =E[%ˆXYZ; (X|YZ)]
6
∑
i
piE[σˆXY;i; (X|Y)],
(9)
where (XZ|Y), (X|YZ), and (X|Y) represent different bi-
partitions of the subsystems. The maximization is carried over
the set of states σˆXY;i with nonzero entanglement for which
qi represents the probability of distinguishing the correspond-
ing shield state σˆZ;i within the set {σˆZ;i}. The upper bound
is satisfied if {σˆZ;i} are unambiguously distinguishable.
Consider the correspondence Z→Alice in the theorem
above. As a consequence, even if there is only one entan-
gled state within the ensemble {σˆXY;i}, say σˆXY;J , so that it
can be distilled with a nonzero probability qJ by distinguish-
ing the corresponding state of Alice σˆA;J among {σˆA;i}, then
the subsystem Alice-X (-Y) is entangled to the subsystem Y
(X).
In conclusion, we considered the problem of macroscopic-
ity from a novel information-theoretic perspective. We intro-
duced a variant of the Wigner’s friend gedankenexperiment
in which a quantum system and a macroscopic observer in-
teract and then decohere individually. Then, we analysed
the entanglement properties of subsystems under change of
partitions. Specifically, we showed that the joint system of
Wigner’s friend (Alice) and one of the particles is entangled
with the other particle. This fact becomes particularly inter-
esting given that the two particles are not entangled when the
quantum state describing Alice is ignored. It turned out that,
despite decoherence effects on Alice and qubit subsystems,
5Wigner, who is watching Alice carrying out the experiment,
is forced to accept that his friend is part of an entangled quan-
tum system. Our result shows that decoherence processes, al-
though being able to recover a semi-classical description of
the physical phenomena, may not be able to remove all the
unexpected quantum effects at macro-scale. We discussed the
operational significance of such quantum properties by pro-
viding a link to the security of QKD protocols. We showed
that the quantum distinguishability of the macroscopic states
of Alice determines the degree of security of the protocol from
Wigner’s viewpoint. In particular, we showed that the per-
fect security of such protocols cannot be proved by the semi-
classical approach, making the full quantum analysis the opti-
mal one.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL:
ASSISTED MACROSCOPIC QUANTUMNESS
Comment on the effect of Alice’s information
As discussed within the main text, the amount of entanglement obtained by Wigner critically depends on the distinguishability
of Alice’s states. here, however, we give some details on the role of the mixing probability p. Recall that, the case studied in the
main text with p = 1/2 is in sharp contrast to the special cases p=0 and p=1 in which absence or presence of Alice is irrelevant
to the two-qubit entanglement emerging in the partition (a|t). We claimed that p plays the role of a parameter that changes the
significance of Alice’s information to Wigner. To see this, we trace out Alice from Wigner’s state in Eq. (3) to obtain
%ˆ
(W)
at (p) = p|Ψ+〉at〈Ψ+|+ (1− p)|Ψ−〉at〈Ψ−|. (10)
It is now straightforward to calculate the negativity of Wigner’s state without accessing Alice’s information, %ˆ(W)at , as
EN [%ˆ
(W)
at (p); (a|t)] =
{
1
2 − p, p 6 12 ,
p− 12 , p > 12 .
(11)
Thus, we see that disregarding Alice costs more to Wigner as p tends to a half, in the sense that, while for p = 0, 1 he
obtains the maximum distillable entanglement between the two qubits, for p = 1/2 he obtains no distillable entanglement.
Interesting, just accessing Alice eliminates the p dependence so that the distillable entanglement reaches its maximum as
EN [%ˆ
(W)
atA (p); (a|tA)] = 1/2 for all values of p.
Proof of witnesses in Eq. (6)
We aim to show that the two witnesses in Eq. (6) are able to detect entanglement of the state of Eq. (3) for p = 1/2. We first
notice that both Wˆ1 and Wˆ2 have nonnegative expectation values over all separable states within (a|tA) and (aA|t) partitions.
Therefore, a negative expectation value signals the entanglement of the state under consideration in both partitions.
We now show that any nonzero distinguishability of Alice’s states in response to the question “up or down?” implies the
negativity of the witness values. Let us first calculate the traces Tr%ˆ(W)atA Wˆ1 and Tr%ˆ
(W)
atA Wˆ2 as below:
Tr%ˆ
(W)
atA Wˆ1 =
1
4
(τuu − υuu),
Tr%ˆ
(W)
atA Wˆ2 =
1
4
(τdd − υdd),
(12)
where we have used the facts that Tr(|Φ+〉at〈Φ+|Tt)(|Ψ±〉at〈Ψ±|) = ± 12 and Tr(|Φ−〉at〈Φ−|Tt)(|Ψ±〉at〈Ψ±|) = ∓ 12 , and
defined TrτˆA;ud|“up”〉A〈“up”| = τuu, TrυˆA;ud|“up”〉A〈“up”| = υuu, and similarly, TrτˆA;ud|“down”〉A〈“down”| = τdd and
TrυˆA;ud|“down”〉A〈“down”| = υdd. We also notice that τdd+τuu = 1 and υdd+υuu = 1 and thus, Tr%ˆ(W)atA Wˆ1 = −Tr%ˆ(W)atA Wˆ2.
Consequently, the only way for both witnesses to result in nonnegative values is that
τuu = υuu,
τdd = υdd,
(13)
7which means the two states τˆA;ud and υˆA;ud are indistinguishable in response to the question “up or down?”.
Importantly, this can be true only if τˆA;ud = υˆA;ud, or τˆA;ud and υˆA;ud have unequal off diagonal elements. The latter implies
that Alice’s state contains some coherence with respect to the basis {|“up”〉A, |“down”〉A}, i.e., it is in a superposition of “up”
and “down”.
Proof of Theorem 1
First, suppose that the shield state σˆZ;J can be distinguished from elements of the set {σˆZ;i} with probability qJ .
Then, assume that the corresponding bipartite state σˆXY;J is entangled. By monotonicity of E, it is then true that 0 <
pJqJE[σˆXY;J ; (X|Y)] 6 E[%ˆXYZ; (XZ|Y)]; otherwise X and Y could increase their shared entanglement via local oper-
ations and classical communication (LOCC) by measuring system Z and postselecting on index J . Thus, the first inequality
follows.
Second, the convexity of E implies that E[%ˆ] 6
∑
i piE[σˆi] for every decomposition of the state %ˆ =
∑
i piσˆi. Using the fact
that E[σˆXY;i ⊗ σˆZ;i; (XZ|Y)] = E[σˆXY;i ⊗ σˆZ;i; (X|YZ)] = E[σˆXY;i; (X|Y)], the second inequality follows.
To show the saturation condition, again, we use the strong monotonicity, that is E[%ˆ] >
∑
i qiE[σˆi] where each σˆi is obtained
from %ˆ via LOCC with probability qi. Combining this with the convexity property, we have E[%ˆ] =
∑
i piE[σˆi] if %ˆ =
∑
i piσˆi
and there exists some LOCC such that %ˆ LOCC−−−−→ σˆi with probability pi. Now, it is evident that if %ˆXYZ =
∑
i piσˆXY;i ⊗ σˆZ;i
and the system Z is being held by X or Y, that is within bipartitions (XZ|Y) and (X|YZ), then, {σˆZ;i} being unambiguously
distinguishable (i.e., having disjoint supports) implies that %ˆXYZ
LOCC−−−−→ σˆXY;i⊗ σˆZ;i with probability pi; it is sufficient that X
orY make a measurement on Z and unambiguously determine the index i. Hence, E[%ˆXYZ; (XZ|Y)] = E[%ˆXYZ; (X|YZ)] =∑
i piE[σˆXY;i ⊗ σˆZ;i; (XZ|Y)]. 
Comment on the equivalence of the witnessing and the semi-classical approach
It is important to note that the witnessing procedure described in the main text can be thought of as the equivalent to the
semi-classical approach via the assignments “up?” ↔ Πˆu = |“up”〉A〈“up”| and “down?” ↔ Πˆd = |“down”〉A〈“down”|. Con-
sequently, the no witnessing condition of Eq. (11) simply reduces to the condition on the distance between classical probability
distributions pu/d = TrΠˆu/dτˆA;ud and qu/d = TrΠˆu/dυˆA;ud,
1
2
∑
x=u,d
|px − qx| = ||p− q||1 = 0. (14)
Now, to further make sense of the fact that the semi-classical description only gives a lower bound on the amount of distillable
entanglement in our protocol, we recall the equivalent statement that the value by which a witnessing inequality is violated only
puts a lower bound on the amount of entanglement within the quantum state [33, 34].
